
good giving

We’ve gathered  
the gifts and trips  
you want to give 

(and, let’s be honest, 
receive) into a  

special collection just 
for Food52ers.

Scan the code  
and we’ll take you to 

all of the one-of- 
a-kind finds you see 

inside.

Mid-century modern, like only Dansk 
can do it. Classic, teak vintage  

and more Danish-inspired must-haves 
await at Food52.com/goodgifts.

Stay in touch: Text 
“Food52” to 646-97. We’ll 

only send you the best: 
recipes, exclusive offers—
you can even ask us for 

dinner inspo.AN AWARD-WINNING KITCHEN AND HOME BRAND

EAT THOUGHTFULLY, GIVE JOYFULLY
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we like to

give 
good

gifts.
There are few things that rival the feeling of giving the perfect 

gift—it’s why we search high and low for just the right  
items to put in the Shop, from talented kitchen helpers to home 

decor gems, so-sleek gadgets, and more. Here, we’ve  
gone a step further, with one-of-a-kind finds and  

curated experiences dreamt up for the biggest holiday buffs 
out there—those who go above and beyond to surprise  

and delight the ones they love. Some, you won’t find anywhere 
else. Others are harder to find, and we’ve set them aside,  

just for you. I’m so excited for you to see all of the holiday gift 
magic that awaits (here and at Food52.com/goodgifts).

ON THE COVER 
Panettone By Roy $58

Amanda Hesser 
Founder and CEO
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do them a flavor with a

Spice class

The finest spices, plus a traditional Indian cooking class, $350

A stunning  
focal point in  
the kitchen,  

this masala dabba 
is filled with  

premium, 
hand-harvested 

spices.

TAKE IT TO THE  
NEXT LEVEL 

This set comes 
with a virtual 
cooking class.

Sourced from 150 farms across India and Sri Lanka,  
Diaspora Co.’s spices are unlike any you’ve ever tasted— 

creating equitable opportunity and connections with  
farmers, amplifying traditional methods, and transforming the  

way you cook with quality, vibrant flavors. To further set  
this collection apart, it comes with a private virtual cooking class, 

featuring beloved Indian recipes—so you can learn  
how to best use all of the spices and your masala dabba.

Exclusive Weekend  
Getaway for Two,

$2,000

Food52 Resident and IACP award-winning food stylist and chef Melina Hammer  
is opening her upstate New York home and treating our community members to  

the serene, secluded getaway of our dreams. Guests are welcomed with a toast before 
enjoying nature walks, a private cooking class (using food straight from the garden),  

a three-course seasonal meal, and gourmet breakfasts, all made by Melina herself. Peace  
and quiet—plus lots of delicious food—are calling.

escape to a

Culinary 
COTTAGE

CURATED BY FOOD52
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Choice of Food52 Curated Trips to Los Poblanos  
Agriculture and Cuisine, Two-Night Stay & Culinary Package for Two, $2,800 (travel not included) 

Well-Being on the Farm, Four-Night Stay & Spa Package for Two, $5,000 (travel not included)

Set on a 25-acre farm in New Mexico, Los Poblanos Historic Inn & Organic Farm is your playground  
to explore and unwind. There’s so much to experience, in fact, that we’ve come up with two dreamy getaways: one 

that’s all about food and agriculture, the other that’s centered around relaxing and restoring.

Retreat
at Los Poblanos

AGRICULTURE AND CUISINE 
In addition to a two-night stay in a deluxe room, guests enjoy: a chef’s tasting dinner (led by a six-time James Beard 
Award-nominated chef), daily brunch, a wine tasting, private kitchen and farm tours, a $100 spa credit, and their own 

Farm Foods Crate Gift Box—full of signature spices, herb blends, condiments, and more.

WELL-BEING ON THE FARM
In addition to a four-night stay in a luxury suite, guests enjoy: two spa treatments, a private yoga session, a chef’s tasting 
menu, daily brunch, aromatherapy, afternoon tea service, a private garden tour, and a Relax & Restore Gift Box (complete 

with spa essentials, it brings the Los Poblanos experience home). Total rest and relaxation: achieved.

CURATED BY FOOD52
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their very own

RECIPE
from a Food52 Resident

A one-of-a-kind, custom recipe created just for your loved one by a Food52  
Resident. Pick your recipe wiz—Maurizio, our Resident Bread Baker; Erin,  

our Resident Baking Expert; or Carolina, our Resident Trend Setter (and creator  
of vibrant, flavorful meals)—and give them a list of likes and dislikes, favorite dishes, 

and dream meal desires. They’ll whip up something great, made just for your  
giftee’s tastes. 

After tireless testing and 
searching, we did  

it: We came up with the 
formula for stress-melting, 
at-home relaxation—and  

it’s all in this trio right  
here. Curated by our team 

of kick-back-and-relax 
experts, we start with the 

softest-ever robe, then add 
a plush weighted blanket 

filled with thousands of tiny 
clear-quartz crystals in your 

choice of 10, 15, and 
20-pound sizes (each one 
calming and comforting, 

like a warm and cozy hug). 
Ready to hit the hay? Slip 
on the weighted eye mask,  
and you’ll be on cloud nine 

in no time. 

we give it a 

Zen
out of zen

Food52 Curated Collection,  
The Zen-sational Bundle, includes:  
Sunday Citizen Snug Waffle Robe,  

Super Soft Weighted Blanket,  
and Bamboo Elastic Sleep Mask, $399

Custom Recipe Created by a Food52 Resident, $250

Carolina
Gelen

Maurizio
Leo

Erin
McDowell
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Let a famed  
ceramist create 

your dream  
dinnerware,  

complete with 
clay, glazes,  

and shapes of 
your choosing. 

Jono creates  
iconic, 

 glazed stoneware 
for award-winning  
restaurants—and 

now for you  
and your loved 

ones.

Jono Pandolfi Custom Dinnerware Set
32-piece set, $1,600

perfect plates

custom 
made 

by Jono Pandolfi

Jono Pandolfi’s family-owned ceramics  
studio makes dinnerware for  

some of the world’s top eateries, like Eleven  
Madison Park, Loring Place, Lilia—and  

now your kitchen, too. Order your own set 
of Jono’s beloved, sturdy designs  

(8 complete place settings), made with your 
choice of clay body, glaze, and shape  
for a totally unique, one-of-a-kind  

selection that’s yours to treasure for years 
of meals to come.

a sustainable

indulgence

ROE Caviar Set with Mother  
of Pearl Spoons

126g, Mini Potato Pancakes  
& Crème Fraîche, $405

250g, Mini Potato Pancakes  
& Crème Fraîche, $775

Fishing for an extra-special 
caviar experience  

you can feel good about? 
This white sturgeon caviar 
is sustainably farmed by 

aquaculture in California and 
hand-crafted with a hint  

of fine salt (to bring out all 
of the nutty, buttery flavors). 

To complete the tasting 
experience, it comes with 

mother-of-pearl spoons, plus 
mini potato pancakes and 

crème fraîche to serve it up 
with—our favorite way to 

enjoy it. (But we won’t stop 
you if you want to add  

a bag of potato chips to 
snack on, too.)

Go for a dip: 
Mother-of-pearl 

spoons take  
caviar tasting to  

another level (and 
just look at that  

iridescent shine).
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CURATED BY FOOD52
A weekend getaway that’s a feast for the senses, with help from a few of our friends. Six guests will enjoy a VIP 

tour of Smithey Ironware Co.—home of cast-iron and carbon-steel cookware crafted using methods that date  
back to the 1800s (yep!). Each traveler will leave with a customized knockout piece of their very own, then will end 

the day with a tasting meal at Lenoir with Chef Vivian Howard.

A Seaborn oyster excursion with Red Clay Hot Sauce awaits the next day, complete with harvesting and  
eating oysters fresh from the ocean (don’t forget a crisp glass of wine to go alongside). Once back on land, Chef 

Geoff, founder of Red Clay, will lead a tasting of hot sauce pairings.

Food52 Curated Group Trip to Charleston for Six, $4,000  
(travel and accommodations not included)

not your average

CHARLESTON
weekend trip
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1⁄4 cup unsalted butter
1⁄3 cup hot honey
1⁄3 cup soy sauce
4 cups pretzels of any small  
variety (crisps, rods, twists)
4 cups sesame sticks
2 cups unsalted, roasted 
peanuts
2 cups coconut shards/chips 
(not shredded)
Sesame seeds, for coating

Make a big batch of this crunchy, sweet-salty snack mix, bag it up for gifts, or bring it to  
a holiday party. It’s a big hit and comes together in no time—our favorite kind of snack. Just 

be ready to give out the recipe (and save some for yourself, this stuff goes quick).

1. Heat the oven to 275°F. Line 2 (but  
preferably 3, if you have them) baking sheets 
with parchment paper.

2. Melt the butter with the hot honey and soy 
sauce over low heat, stirring from time to time 
and until the honey has melted. Stick a pretzel  
in and taste the seasoning: Is it spicy enough? If 
not, add more honey. Is it too salty? Add more 
butter. Is it missing something else entirely (rice 
vinegar, curry powder, chile paste)? Go ahead 
and add it!

3. Meanwhile, in an enormous bowl, mix together 
the pretzels, sesame sticks, peanuts, and  
coconut. Look at it: Feel like there’s not enough 
pretzels or coconut for your liking? Add more.

4. When the butter mixture’s melted, pour  
it over the snack mixture and mix well (with  
your hands, preferably, but a spoon is okay). 
Make sure all the ingredients are well coated.

5. Spread the mix onto the prepared baking 
sheets in a thin and uniform layer; you want ev-
erything to crisp up evenly.

6. Next, sprinkle a shower of sesame seeds over 
everything. Bake for 15 minutes, then take the 
mixture out of the oven, give it a stir, and shower 
again with sesame seeds. Repeat after 15 more 
minutes in the oven. Your mix is done when it’s 
crisped, usually around 45 minutes. It turns from 
done to burned quickly, so keep an eye on it 
during the last 15 minutes!

7. Let cool before serving. Store leftovers in an 
airtight container for up to a week.

Hot 
Honey-Sesame  

Snacky Mix
MAKES 12 CUPS
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Food52 x 
Farmhouse 

Pottery 
Double Oven 

Mitt, $57

Food52 x Staub 
Multi-Use  

Braiser with 
Glass Lid, 3.5QT, 

$149.99

Handmade Porcelain 
& Stoneware  

Scented Candle,  
Fir Scent,  

$32

Five Two  
Wooden Spoons  
(Set of 5), $99 

Food52 x Dansk  
Kobenstyle Saucepan,  

Butter Warmer,  
$55

Five Two Wooden  
Cutting Board, The 

Little Wonder, 
$29 

Heavyweight Gold Measuring Cups  
& Spoons Set, 

$56

DreamFarm  
Ortwo  

Handheld Pepper  
Grinder, $45

Marble  
Butter Keeper, 

$50

Handmade  
Stoneware  
Chamberlin  

Platter,  
$105 

give the gift of

Amanda’s
favorites

she’s done the work for you.

With countless hours of recipe writing,  
testing, and tasting under her belt,  

co-founder Amanda Hesser knows a thing  
or two about what makes a well-stocked  

kitchen and what tools are worth  
hanging onto throughout the years. Shop 

Amanda’s top 10 picks, complete  
with essentials she recommends to family  

and friends (that’s you!).
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Panettone by Roy, $68 (limited quantities available)

Chef Roy spent a decade perfecting his panettone,  
studying with a master in Italy and working tirelessly  

to create his now famously feather-light recipe. We’ve set 
aside some loaves, just for you—to give as a host gift,  

send to a loved one, or serve to guests. A show-stopper, no 
matter how you slice it.

The lightest,  
butteriest 

panettone we 
know—just  

look at those  
pockets.

Choose  
your flavor:  

Triple Chocolate 
or Candied  

Orange (or both!).

snag the

panettone
that broke the internet

Your favorite 
veggies are  
the perfect 

starting point  
for felt ornaments.  

Make a whole 
garden’s worth 

and give  
out to friends.

Find our guide to 
felting at  

Food52.com/
goodgifts.

Handmade gifts are fun 
to make and add a 

personal touch you can’t 
find anywhere else.  

One of our favorite ways 
to get crafty is with 

needle-felting. All you 
need are a few tools  

and materials, and you’re 
on your way to making 
ornaments, decorations, 

gift-card holders,  
and more.

when in doubt

do it 
yourself
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Vintage Dansk Teak Collection, Complete Set, $3,500  
(just one available!)

once-in-a-lifetime

VINTAGE 
DANSK

We went through the Dansk archives to unearth some truly special pieces, original to their 
earliest collections of teak treasures of the 1950s and 60s. The lineup’s complete with: 

serving utensils, a carving knife and fork, six sets of flatware (30 pieces total), two butter 
spreaders, an ice bucket, a salad bowl and servers, a canoe bowl, and two peppermills. 
These vintage teak stunners are extremely rare and curated, sourced carefully by our 

team—a time capsule of mid-century modern style you won’t find anywhere else.

If you aren’t the lucky Food52er who snags this once-in-a-lifetime-set, don’t worry—there 
are plenty of Dansk treasures to be found on Dansk.com and Food52.com.



Food52 X Prior Custom Curated Trip
Single occupancy, $13,500; Double occupancy, $9,500
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Italy, how we’d do it. We’ll whisk you away to your choice of Piedmonte,  
Emilia Romagna, or Venice to enjoy exclusive tours, local delicacies, seasonally-driven 

meals, expert-led excursions, and so much more. Each experience is co-curated  
by our teams (and can be found nowhere else). Guests will meet friends of ours and be  

given the star treatment for an unforgettable week of whirlwind adventure.

FOOD52 X PRIOR CUSTOM CURATED TRIP

have an

Italian
Adventure

with Food52
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Rake in all of the oohs and aahs when you whip up homemade treats—like these  
Black Forest Marshmallows. Pillowy-soft with a dash of dark chocolate and cherry, these 

beauties come together more easily than you might think (just make sure you leave  
time to chill them overnight) and never fail to impress recipients. Bring them to a gathering 

with friends, or wrap ’em up with a book and some cocoa mix for a sweet gift.

Black Forest 
Marshmallows

PREP TIME: 20 MINUTES, PLUS CHILLING TIME     COOK TIME: 20 MINUTES
MAKES 16 MARSHMALLOWS

3 (7-gram) packages  
unflavored gelatin (about 21 
grams total)
1 cup water, divided
1 1⁄2 cups sugar
1 cup light corn syrup
1 pinch salt
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 teaspoon almond extract
1 (10-ounce) bag  
dark chocolate chips, melted 
in the microwave until  
smooth, for dipping
16 jarred cherries, such  
as Bada Bing Cherries
Confectioners’ sugar, for 
dusting

1. In the bowl of a stand mixer, add gelatin and  
1⁄2 cup of the water and let sit while you prepare 
the sugar syrup.

2. Bring 1⁄2 cup more water, sugar, corn syrup,  
and salt to a boil, and keep cooking until a candy 
thermometer reads 240°F. If you don’t have a 
thermometer, then cook the sugar until it reaches 
its “soft ball” stage, which simply means  
that when you spoon a touch of the mixture into 
a cup of cold water, it should solidify into a soft, 
rollable ball. But if it merely melts into the water, 
then it’s not cooked enough.

3. When the sugar syrup is ready (be careful,  
it’s hot!), slowly pour it into the bowl with the  
gelatin, mixer on low, until incorporated.  
Then, with the mixer on high, whisk for a good  
15 minutes. Your syrupy mixture will fluff  
up significantly, like a shiny meringue. After 15 
minutes, add the vanilla and almond extracts  
and whisk until fully incorporated.

4. Generously dust a flexible 8x8-inch baking pan 
with the confectioners’ sugar (we like to do this 
over the sink). Decant the marshmallow fluff into 
the prepared pan, then dust the top again, 
generously, with more confectioners’ sugar. Let 
sit uncovered in a cool, dry place overnight; the 
longer it sits, the dryer it’ll get and the easier it’ll 
be to cut later.

5. When dried out, carefully turn the marshmal-
low block out onto a cutting board and cut  
into 16 large cubes (4x4), dusting each side with 
more powdered sugar to prevent sticking.  
Dip each mallow into the melted chocolate and  
lay on a parchment-lined sheet pan, topping 
each with a cherry. Transfer to the fridge to set 
until hard, about 10 to 15 minutes.

6. Bag finished marshmallows as gifts for  
friends or as midnight treats for yourself 
throughout the week. To store, keep covered  
or bagged in the refrigerator for a few days  
(because of the cherries); if sending in the mail, 
leave cherries out.



Handcrafted 
Italian Dual Boiler 
Espresso Machine 
& Coffee School, 

$3,200
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more than

ESPRESSO
how-to classes, too

Grass-Fed Cultured Cream Butter Subscription, $224

  Grass-fed butter all throughout the year, 
delivered straight to your doorstep.  

Four new flavors are set to arrive each  
season: You’ll always find one Sea Salt and 

one Roasted Garlic (the classics), plus  
Sweet and Seasonal flavors that change with 

each delivery. It’s all made with cream 
from grass-fed, hormone-free cows  
(read: the extra-good stuff) and has  

more butterfat than most butters—which  
means lots more flavor. A gift that’s  

guaranteed to delight—because we all know 
that everything is better with butter.

why not give

Butter 
Butter 
Butter

all year long

Meet the most beautiful espresso machine we know. It’s designed and  
made in Italy and shines on the countertop, thanks to that stainless steel exterior 

(and gorgeous walnut details). Get to know all of the bells and whistles  
with two top-notch classes—one to help you learn your new machine, the other 

to practice your latte art—then impress your friends with a craft  
brew that rivals your local coffee shop.
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the art of

CHOCOLATE

Eye-candy, if we’ve ever met it: These chocolates  
are handcrafted in Los Angeles using Swiss  

traditions and top-tier ingredients (think: ethically 
sourced Valrhona cacao and no artificial ingredients). 

Some are hand-painted to look like gems—
almost too pretty to eat—and come in a mix of  

traditional European ganaches and unique nostalgic 
flavors, like Speculoos Cookie and Pop Rock praline.

andSons Chocolatiers  
Signature Collection Box 

12-piece, $45  
24-piece, $69  
36-piece, $95

we found the 

PERFECT 
WINE 

GLASS

One wine glass that brings out the best in each and every varietal:  
chardonnay, rosé, pinot noir—you name it. This beauty was dreamed up by 

world-renowned wine expert, Jancis Robinson (who literally wrote  
the book on wine), and British dinnerware designer, Richard Brendon, so 

you know it’s got skills on top of good looks. Each is made from  
mouth-blown crystal with the thinnest-ever rim for an A+ sipping  

experience...and did we mention it’s dishwasher safe? It is.

The Perfect Wine Glass (Set of 2), Three Bottles of Select Wine,  
and Virtual Wine Tasting, $250

GIVE IT A SWIRL 
The set of  

glasses comes with  
a wine-tasting,  

complete with select 
wines—we’ll ship  
them to you—and  
hosted by famed 

Brooklyn wine shop, 
Leon & Son  

Wine & Spirits.
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still looking for 

that 
perfect 

gift? 

piece of cake
Big news: We snagged some of Kosterina’s famous olive oil cakes.  

They’re making 100 per week that are just for us, and we’re setting ’em aside—just for 
you! Each is baked fresh and made to order with Kosterina’s signature Original  

Extra Virgin Olive Oil from their 2021 harvest. Not too sweet, the perfect snacking cake 
or host gift—and you don’t even have to get on the waitlist.

Kosterina
Olive Oil Cake, 

$38  
(limited quantities  

available)

Head to Food52.com, where we’ve dreamed  
up all kinds of gift guides—from your 

favorite cook’s must-haves to handmade treasures  
and host gifts that dazzle. There’s also  

plenty of holiday inspiration to be found, including  
recipes, decorating tips, even ideas for  

sustainable gift-wrapping.  


